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What makes the quintessential London property?
Oonagh Turner asks leading interior designers
CHRISTOPHER COX,
coxlondon.com

If you are lucky enough to inhabit a whole
house there are Victorian, Edwardian and
Georgian of every size and shape. Over the
25 years that I’ve spent in London, I have
lived in all three and in seven different
locations. The architectural proportions
of a Georgian property are very liveable,
with often generous rooms of square
proportions with reasonable ceiling
height. A London home is not complete
without a garden. Unlike Parisian
apartments, many homes in our capital
come with outdoor space. London also has
diverse styles of property, ranging from
apartments, modern and old, to terrace
houses, attached and semi-detached as
well as stand-alone properties. One of
my favourite spots to scour for furniture
in London is Retrouvius. It’s a favourite
salvage and antique haunt to explore as is
the Lillie Road. If you are happy to stand
and bid, the auction houses can still be a
good source for pieces at accessible prices.
Our local sale room has become my guilty
pleasure. I obviously love Pimlico Road
where our showroom is. The area offers
the sculptural and the decorative, as well as
serious academic pieces. It has it all.

us, and added in antiques and bespoke
furniture to give depth and richness to the
scheme – from a Thomas Chippendale Jr
sofa upholstered in Claremont fabric and
the Howard armchair upholstered in Pierre
Frey chinoiserie fabric to ancient Etruscan
pottery, from the clients’ huge antique
map of London to the calm elegance of a
Bloomsbury-inspired lampshade. London
is everywhere in this house, in all its
beautiful glory.”

MAX ROLLITT,
maxrollitt.com

“London is a fantastic city, full of
influences of the multitude of cultures that
have contributed to it. We recently took
up a London townhouse project and were
briefed by the client that they wanted the
house to reflect the style of Sir John Soane,
the architect of many of London’s most
famous landmarks. Our job was to bring
those together in a coherent way to create a
family home that feels not only stylish and
elegant but also relaxing and comfortable.
We used the Soane aesthetic to guide

GOING TO TOWN Left: Cox London’s latest designs,
including Magnolia Chandelier; Above: Max Rollitt
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‘London is a melting pot of fabulousness, there is an
energy to the city, a mix of grit with glam, masculine
with feminine, soft and hard’
ABIGAIL AHERN,
abigailahern.com

MY SANCTUARY Top: Rich

fabrics adorn the living room in
the home of interior designer,
Abigail Ahern, above
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“My London home means absolutely
everything to me. It’s my sanctuary - it
cocoons, revitalises, tantalises and I simply
love it. It’s an 1860 four-storey town house
in Dalston and I have lived here for 20
years. The quintessential London home
isn’t complete without fireplaces. A fire
slowly puttering in the grate is something
I love, so for me there has to be a fireplace
in every room. I think London is a melting
pot of fabulousness, there is an energy to
the city, a mix of grit with glam, masculine
with feminine, soft and hard – it’s very
much how I design my interiors, with all
those contradictions and inspiring focal
points at the forefront of my mind. I think
London gets inspiration from its history.
There is history wherever you look – from
the host of Bangladeshi restaurants to
Borough Market, from the renovation
of King’s Cross to Columbia Road –

contributing to the dialogue of London’s
landscape. Heal’s is great for modern
London furniture, Kempton Antiques
Market is great for flea market finds and
Petersham Nurseries is good for the odd
piece of vintage and of course my very own
store is great for a rummage of finds.”

SOPHIE COLLER,
KITESGROVE DESIGN,
kitesgrove.com

“London is so eclectic in its approach to
design, which is exactly what makes it so
fascinating. There is no ‘cookie cutter’
look when it comes to design in London
but rather it pulls inspiration from far
and wide. What the London home isn’t
complete without is a family heirloom
or a treasure from far-flung travels. My
favourite spots to scour for furniture
include Lillie Road in Fulham, there are so
many gems, including my favourite
Puckhaber. Lorfords and Alfie’s are
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treasure troves too. Sigmar London is a
wonderful selection of carefully sourced
and curated objects. 8 Holland Street is
also wonderful. London brands we love
and use frequently include Sebastian
Cox, Pinch, Soane Britain, Ensemblier,
The New Craftsmen, Balineum and
Christopher Farr.

ED O’DONNELL,
ANGEL O’DONNELL
angelodonnell.com

“To me, a London home looks
sophisticated. People feel much braver and
daring in their design choices and don’t feel
that they have to follow a trend or aesthetic
compared to around ten years ago.
Londoners appreciate their homes as
sanctuaries as well as showpieces and are
prepared to spend money investing in their
interiors. The modern London home isn’t
complete without fast internet and art
– whether that be a treasured photograph
or a piece that you bought in an auction,
it’s essential to see life on your walls.
London is unique because while many
cities are diverse, London takes it to
another level. Whether it’s wisteria-clad
Victorian villas or Brutalist towers,
authentic Ethiopian curry or Michelinstarred precision, street style or Bond
Street style, Graffiti art to Old Masters,
London’s contradictions are what makes it
vital and unique. My favourite spots to
scour for furniture include Conran Shop
and Crystal Palace, which has an
abundance of homeware shops and
mid-century treasures.” L

COOL BLUE: Above: Bespoke

furniture and commissioned
artwork have brought character
and comfort to this penthouse
on Pont Street, Knightsbridge by
Kitesgrove. Left: Richard Angel
and Ed O’Donnell of interior
design studio Angel O’Donnell
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